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EDITORIAL

When Alain Brillet proposed to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Virgo Proposal (May 1989) in the next issue
of h I accepted immediately; I then relayed the idea to my editor colleagues, which then finally became this special
Anniversary Edition. It has to be read, hence, as a story of recollection, not as an information document. It may
be more touching for a few of us, who were already here in the very early times, but it is implicitly also a grateful
thanking to the many who joined along the road; only the strength acquired through the number and competences
of the people involved made the approval and the funding of Virgo and, later, of EGO possible.
This Anniversary Issue contains a few articles written by Alain Brillet and Adalberto Giazotto, the reproduction
of some relevant pages from official documents and a few historical pictures.
The next regular issue, h12, will follow on the 1st of July.
In this Anniversary Edition it is due to mention another very important gravitational anniversary happening this
month: the 90th anniversary of the first experimental verification of General Relativity, during the solar eclipse
of May 29, 1919 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tests_of_general_relativity, http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/astroph/pdf/0102/0102462v1.pdf). At that occasion Sir Arthur Eddington organized an expedition to the Principe
African Island to observe, successfully, the deviation of light by the mass of the Sun. This date will be celebrated
by a dedicated ceremony promoted by the International Year of Astronomy 2009, together with the local authorities
of Principe Island (http://www.astronomy2009.org/globalprojects/specialprojects/1919/,
http://www.1919eclipse.org/1919eclipse.php). On the last page of this h issue we publish an illustration taken
from the 22 November 1919 edition of the Illustrated London News.
C. BRADASCHIA
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Anniversaries

by Alain Brillet

We are celebrating a double anniversary: 20 years ago (May 1989) since the publication of the Virgo proposal,
and 15 years (June 1994) since the signature of the agreement, between the directors of INFN and CNRS, to
build Virgo in Cascina.
The proposal had 47 authors, many of them theoreticians and astrophysicists, and a few experimentalists, mainly
from Pisa, Orsay, and Napoli/Salerno.
From the initial authors, a dozen are still present in the Virgo collaboration.
The proposal ended an R&D phase, which had started independently in Pisa and Orsay, about ten years earlier.

In Orsay, the project to get
involved in GW detection goes back
to the second Marcel Grossman
meeting (Trieste 1979), when Alain
Brillet (AB), who was presenting
the results of an advanced
Michelson-Morley experiment, met
Ron Drever and members of the
Garching group (A.Rüdiger,
R.Schilling), reporting on their small
prototypes. They all had been
developing Weber bars for many
years, and were beginning to work
with small prototype interferometers:
while other teams in Italy, Australia
and in the USA were beginning to
fight thermal noise by cooling their
bars, they were beginning to play
with interferometers.
Their first results were encouraging,
Ron had lots of new ideas (recycling,
among them), the Germans too,
(they reported on their first modecleaner), but they were not yet
experts in optics and lasers (the first
mode cleaner was a degenerate
confocal Fabry-Perot cavity!).
Their research was important,
challenging, well in line with our
previous activity in laser frequency
metrology. Jean Yves Vinet (JYV),
after a thesis dedicated to the
comparative study of various
resonant GW detectors, became
interested in interferometers and
managed to work at it half time, and
Nary Man (CNM), in the middle of
her PhD work, was willing to join,

so we started evaluating the
fundamental limitations of
interferometers, and trying to
understand the technical difficulties.
Rai Weiss played a very important
role in that decision. In 1973, he had
produced a detailed study of the
noise sources in a GW
interferometer. His team was
operating a small prototype, but NSF
was not yet providing strong support
to that activity, and he had become
strongly involved in space projects
(IRAS, COBE). Yet, when AB
visited him for the first time, in 1981,
Rai was very friendly, encouraging,
and helpful: he spent two full days
explaining his views about large
interferometers, and provided copies
of many documents, including
unpublished noise calculations (as
he had probably done before with
the Garching team). He was clearly
pushing for a wide international
collaboration in the field, and always
continued in that direction: he hired
David Shoemaker after his PhD in
Orsay, sent us remarkable post-docs
(Dan Dewey, and later Peter
Fritschel), shared other activities
with JY Vinet (scattered light noise
and mitigation), and still tries to
maintain an active and friendly
international collaboration, rather
than competition. With the support
of a few well known colleagues, like
Thibault Damour, Philippe Tourrenc,
Christian Bordé, Claude CohenTannoudji, we were able to start
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working on the laser and optics for
a GW detector from the beginning
of the 80s, using some funding from
each of the physics departments of
CNRS and from the French military;
they were initially interested in
understanding whether GWs could
be used to communicate with
submarines, and then interested by
the development of new, high power,
lasers.
We started an effort on lasers and
optical metrology. At that time, the
search for GWs was focussed on
supenovae emitting at 1 kHz and
more: then seismic isolation looked
like a relatively simple problem and
the main challenge was to convince
the community that it could be
possible to split the dark fringe into
more than ten billion, which required
an incredibly stable and powerful
laser. In that frequency range, the
main noise sources to be considered
were shot noise and laser noise, and
the difficult problem was apparently
to build a stable high power laser,
in addition to using the recycling
techniques proposed by Ron Drever,
but not yet proven by an experiment
or even by a calculation.
At the beginning of the 80s, we
jumped on Ron Drevers idea and
began to look also at the optical
problems, including mirror quality,
mode cleaners, radiation pressure,
laser noises, The only high power
3
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single frequency lasers available at
that time were Argon lasers
(expensive monsters requiring many
tens of kW of electric power to
generate a few Watts of green light).
Nary Man used it for a few years,
to demonstrate injection locking as
a path towards high power, to
demonstrate the shot noise limited
sensitivity of a Michelson-FabryPerot interferometer (up to 2 Watts),
and to experimentally prove, for the
first time, the efficiency of power
recycling.
Argon lasers were noisy and
unreliable, and we quickly began to
study diode pumped Nd-YAG lasers,
when we learned that they could
emit a few hundred mW, but that
multiwatt systems would soon be
available, pushed by military
applications (Star Wars). The first

In the year 1980 Adalberto
Giazotto (AG) started to think of the
possibility of building a GW detector
with a high sensitivity also at low
frequency; the triggers for this idea
were the data of several radiotelescopes detecting an enormous
number of Pulsars at very low
frequency. The number spectrum of
Pulsars was extremely peaked
toward low frequency, less than 1
Hz, mainly due to rotation slowing
down acting since their very creation
time; the striking thing was the
existence of some tens of Pulsars
with a rotation frequency above 5Hz,
and hence, able to emit GW with a
frequency larger than 10 Hz. Today
t h i s n u m b e r h a s increased
consistently due to extensive radiotelescope observations; at that time
this evidence was already a scientific
case strong enough to propose to
INFN R&D-experiments the
construction of a GW detector
sensitive enough from 10 Hz
onward. At such low frequencies the
first enemy to beat was seismic noise

PhD student we took to start that
work was David Shoemaker, who
moved back to MIT after he got his
diploma. By 1989, our prototype
injection locked Nd-YAG laser was
reaching a world record of 18W.
Meanwhile, among other modelling
activities, JYV was developing our
first FFT light propagation code
(ancestor of DarkF and of LIGO and
GEO propagation programs), with
his student Patrice Hello. This work
led us to the definition and the
specifications of the optical
components and made us understand
the benefit of working with infrared
wavelength, rather than green light;
at the same power level, the shot
noise power is proportional to the
wavelength, but scattering losses are
inversely proportional to the inverse
square of the wavelength, so that,
for the same input power, the

sensitivity increases with the
wavelength.

and the aim of defeating this noise
gave birth to the IRAS (Interferometer for the Active Reduction of
Seism) project.
The first competition was with Ron
Drever: at Glasgow, he was realizing
an active pendulum the length of
which was increased by feedback
to a piezo, displacing the pendulum
suspension point; the correction
signal was obtained by measuring
the pendulum mass displacement.
They obtained a pendulum virtual
length increase to 5m. With IRAS,
in which mass displacement was
measured interferometrically, we
started to obtain a much larger
pendulum virtual length increase.
AG presented first results of this
experiment at MG4 in June 1985.
(Performance of an active pendulum
with interferometric sensing - A.
Giazotto, E. Campani, D. Passuello,
A. Stefanini - Proceedings of the
4th Marcel Grossman Meeting on
general relativity, Rome, June 1985).

certainly programmed by fate
because it is there that AG met
AB for the first time, and there,
walking together around Minerva
Fountain at La Sapienza in Rome,
they decided to start working on
the realisation of a 3 km arm
Fabry-Perot interferometer, with
high sensitivity at low frequency;
at that time the name Virgo was
still unknown.
Back to Pisa, tests on an
interferometric pendulum continued
and, finally, a virtual increase to one
mile was obtained. This was a very
relevant result for two reasons, the
first being that we acquired a good
reputation in a completely new field
of research, i.e. GW, completely new
for Pisa INFN section (the realm of
High Energy particle physics, from
which AG was also coming); second,
was the evidence that, due to the
high complexity of this kind of
apparatus, it would have been
impossible to reach the required
seismic noise attenuation at 10 Hz:
IRAS attenuation was 10-3 while the

This presentation at MG4 was
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Another consequence of the optical
modelling studies was the evidence
that the contrast defect would be
dominated by the generation of high
order modes, so that the (shot) noise
level and the ability to control the
interferometer would be improved
by the addition of an output modecleaner.
It also revealed a big problem: the
specifications of the mirrors were
too stringent: by lack of adequate
metrology, and because we would
be the only customers, none of the
European manufacturer were
interested in solving it. The solution
came later, in 1991-1992, when the
teams of Jean Marie Mackowski and
Claude Boccara joined the project.
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attenuation required for our future
ITF was 10-10-10-12. This evidence
almost stopped our activity; but one
point was clearly emerging:
whatever chain of filters is used for
seismic isolation, every filter should
attenuate in all 6 degrees of freedom
of a rigid body, i.e. 3 translations
and 3 rotations. With this clear
concept in mind the IRAS group
started to design mechanical filters
isolating in 6 DOFs. The purpose
was to create a chain of several filters
able to support a 400 kg payload
and with the required attenuation at
10 Hz. It was named by Hans
Kautzky Superattenuator (SA) and
the complete system was a real
monster: it was composed of two
chains of seven 100 kg gas spring
filters, 8 m tall and under vacuum,
the payload being two 400 kg brass
cylinders appended to the chains.
The idea was to measure the remnant
noise interferometrically, but a very
sensitive accelerometer, home built,
was also attached to one of the two

masses. We still remember the noise
in the accelerometer before the
vacuum was turned on, it was
relatively high with a lot of
structures; when we turned on the
pumping system, since no signal
with some structure emerged
anymore from the accelerometer,
we thought that something was
broken. Suddenly we realized that
probably we had the most silenced
object on Earth, and the emotion
was overwhelming. But the big
problem was how to measure the
real attenuation at several
frequencies; we tried hitting the
vacuum tank at the Superattenuator
suspension point with heavy
hammers, but no visible signal was
present in the accelerometer. The
strongest excitation was obtained
connecting a motor with an eccentric
mass, through a metal bellow, to the
wire from the top filter to the second
one; large motor vibrations,
measured with an accelerometer,
excited the SA top wire. Still no
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remnant signal was visible in the
suspended accelerometer in the
range 10-60 Hz (First results from
the Pisa seismic noise superattenuator for low frequency
gravitational wave detection - R.
Del Fabbro, A. Di Virgilio, A.
Giazotto, H. Kautzky, V. Montelatici,
D. Passuello - Phys. Lett. A 132,
237 (1988)).
This was a big result, the SA picture
was also printed in a famous J.
Weeler book on gravity; but the
biggest result was that INFN
Scientific National Commission 2,
financing IRAS, was starting to
seriously consider our idea of
building a 3 km interferometer with
mirrors suspended to SAs.
In the final version of SA (the
present one) gas springs were
abandoned and metal blades were
adopted as elastic elements together
with magnetic anti-springs for
reducing metal blade stiffness.
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As already mentioned before,
Pisa and Orsay met accidentally at
the 4th Marcel Grossman meeting
in Rome (1985). AB and AG
immediately realised the
complementarity of the two teams,
and decided to join together for the
(Italian-French) project of a
wideband interferometric detector.
In spite of a few European meetings,
and a good collaboration with
German and British colleagues
through 2 European grants, we were
actually pushed in the direction of
a bi-national project, rather than a
joint two-detector European project,
by the fact that the German team at
Garching and the British team
(mainly at Glasgow) were pushing
their own national projects, and
feared that the settlement of a
European collaboration would delay
their acceptation.

interferometer, was underestimated
by a large factor). The president of
IN2P3, Pierre Lehmann, was very
interested, but could not decide to
support a project as long as no
particle or nuclear physicist was
involved, so that, between 1985 and
1989, it looked clear that the
interferometer, if any, would be built
in Italy, by INFN. This is when the
site of Cascina was selected.
Between 1985 and 1988, the Pisa
team were able to finish the

construction of, and start testing,
two complete superattenuators in a
new dedicated building, in San
Piero, the Orsay team was
performing optical and modelling
studies, while Napoli/Salerno were
beginning to study alignment
procedures.
Simultaneously, we were writing
the Proposal, that we would
finally submit to CNRS and INFN
in May 1989.

In Italy, INFN and its president,
Nicola Cabibbo, were initially rather
enthusiastic about our collaboration.
Commission II was able to support
in parallel the cryogenic resonant
bar effort and the Pisa IRAS
experiment, and was even willing
to consider the possibility of
d e v e l o p i n g a l a rg e I t a l i a n
interferometer. The collaboration
for Virgo construction started around
1986-87; the Pisa group, joined by
groups from Naples University, led
by Leopoldo Milano, from Frascati
INFN Laboratory, led by Gianni
Matone, and from Perugia
University led by Fabio Marchesoni,
were forming the hard kernel of
Virgo on the Italian side. The
scientific and financial control body
was INFN Scientific National
Commission 2, and twice per year
AG and AB had to present status
reports both for IRAS and Virgo.
In France, the situation was different:
each of the four physics departments
of CNRS had supported our small
scale initial efforts, but none of them
was willing to fund a large project
(although the first cost estimate we
made in 1984, for a 1 km
THE GRAVITATIONAL VOICE - MAY 2009
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By autumn 1989 CNRS had
capacitance measurements, had
created a small committee to understood that this would not
evaluate the Virgo proposal. The compete with interferometry, and
chairman of the evaluation had decided to join Virgo. It was
committee was Patrick Fleury, a high quickly followed by a LAL team,
energy physicist: he started a very led by Michel Davier, and the
detailed study to understand all original Orsay team joined LAL at
aspects of the project. Initially very the end of 1990. The situation was
critical, he sought advice from all a bit confusing over the next few
kinds of physicists, visited (with
years, for two main reasons:
AB) all the main GW projects and
We had
their institutions, and, from spring
t
o
1990, ended strongly supporting the
justify
project, only asking for a wider
the fact
collaboration. Although the decision- that we
making process was much more
would
advanced for LIGO, he hadL I FnE oI Nt
understood that Virgo was ahead on
build a
some points (suspensions, lasers,
protooptical design), and that it would t y p e ,
anyway be important to operate a like the
few detectors in coincidence. Germans, the British, the Americans
Meanwhile, with the support of P.
and the Japanese did: our argument
Lehmann, French high energy
was that it was much more useful
physicists had moved in the direction and faster to test full size elements,
of Virgo: at LAPP, a small team led
like a superattenuator, a high power
by Michel Yvert, which had
laser, a large mirror, etc, rather than
previously started imagining an to operate a mid-size interferometer
original detector based on with mid-size components, solve

their specific problems, and then
start again with a different, full-size,
system. This was initially considered
as crazy, then risky, and finally as
reasonable.
Although the Virgo proposal was
clearly bi-national, and although
INFN had quickly included the
Virgo project in its next quinquennial

CA

plan, CNRS and INFN kept
progressing rather independently, so
that the INFN management was a
bit surprised when the French
minister, Hubert Curien, announced
his approval of the project, by June
1992. The first Italian-French
structure, the Provisional Virgo
Council, was created in April
1993, and final approval from
INFN arrived in September.
CNRS itself was not yet ready
to start the project: most of
the manpower involved in the
project, except the original
team, belonged to IN2P3, but
it was not clear which CNRS
department or institute was
supposed to support the
project.
A few more months were
needed to write and approve
the final agreement between
INFN and CNRS, which was
signed by the directors
Luciano Maiani and François
Kourilsky on June 27th, 1994,
fifteen years ago.
Then the construction could
start. But that is another
story
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Signatures of the
Virgo approval
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